CRAFT BEERS ON TAP
Meantime London Pale Ale – a combination of American cascade and centennial hops gives it a
complex citrus aroma, and buckets full of local Kentish Goldings provide bitterness that makes this
stylish beer incredibly refreshing.
Camden Gentleman’s Witbier – a Belgian brew with an English accent. A classic white beer spiked
with lemon and fragrant with Bergamot, Gentleman’s Wit has a smooth, full body and spicy finish.
Sierra Nevada Pale Ale – began as a home brewers dream, grew into an icon and inspired countless
brewers to follow a passion of their own. The unique piney grapefruit aromas come from the use of
whole-cone American hops and made this beer a classic. Has been around for decades, yet it remains
new, complex and surprising to thousands of beer drinkers every day.
Flying Dog Easy IPA – a light yet flavourful beer from Maryland; perfect for easy drinking. Aromas of
grapefruit and subtle spice meld into lemon and pine hop notes balanced with crisp cracker malt.
Brooklyn Lager – a wonderfully flavourful beer; smooth, refreshing and very versatile with food. This
wedding of British-inspired dry hopping and Viennese-style lager brewing combine to create a true
American original.

CRAFT BEER BY THE BOTTLE
St Mungo’s – Full bodied but easy drinking, St Mungo’s is a hybrid between a true Bavarian Helles and a
Northern German Pils. A local beer brewed in Brewed in strict accordance with the time-honoured
traditions of the 1516 German Purity Law.
Brew Dog Punk IPA - Our scene-stealing flagship is an India Pale Ale that has become a byword for
craft beer rebellion; synonymous with the insurgency against mass-produced, lowest common
denominator beer. Punk IPA charges the barricades to fly its colours from the ramparts – full-on,
full-flavour, at full-throttle.
Vedett – this blonde, light, well hopped premier beer may be an old timer but is still holding its own.
Vedett is the cult beer brand in Belgium; alternative and not too serious, combining retro flavours with
modern anarchic style.
Liefmans – On the Rocks - this sparkling appetiser beer is rich in flavours of strawberry, raspberry,
black cherry, elderberry and blueberry. Bubbling, sparkling and brim-full of fruity flavours, perfect for
the final touch to a night out.
Anchor Steam – a west coast American favourite, Anchor Steam owes its deep amber colour, thick,
creamy head, and rich, distinctive flavour to a historic brewing process like none other.

